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1. Allah‟s ever first, the foremost, the primmest, the foretold, the superior, the 

superlative, the exalted, the divinest, the magnificent, the glorious, the significant, 

the esteemed, the lauded, the admired, the praised, the gallant, the hailed, the 

triumphant, the victorious, the virtuous, the righteous, the upright, the honest, the 

truthful, the perfect, the flawless, the immaculate, the pure, the magnanimous, the 

impressive, the inspirer, the inspiring, the brilliant, the radiant, the shining, the 

tremendous, the polite of the politest, the gentle, the kind, the considerate, the 

compassionate, the infinitesimally adored, the vastly exceptional, the wholly 

accomplished, the marvelous, the splendid, the honorable, the illustriously 

distinguished, the superbly and universally acclaimed, the noble of the noblest, the 

true sovereign of all the living, the benevolent emperor of the nonliving, the king of 

the known, the monarch of the unknown, the splendid majesty, the principality of all 

the existences, the remarkably notable, the unprecedented, the profoundest of all the 

emancipators, the celebratory of the entirety, the light of the universe, the significant, 

the dignified, the one far beyond the ordinary, the fore bearer of the legitimacy, the 

elite of the elitist, the unimaginably elated, the tremendously best, the indescribably 

dominant, the privileged, the limitlessly influential on the entirety, the fundamental 

origin of the origins. The greatest of all the figures, the highest of all the statures, the 

distinguished prominence, the next in authority to the Absolute, the only and the 

Creator the Allah, the center and origin of the divine wisdom, the epicenter of 

contentment, the spring of the ease, the informed, the informant, the benefactor, the 

focus of all the consecrations, the owner of all the miracles, the seeker of Allah‟s 

consents, the sacred holder of Allah‟s approvals and permissions, the last of all the 

Prophets, the contentment of all the hearts, the serenity of all the minds, the 

pleasures of all the souls, the ease of all the discontents, the cause of all the 

existences, the paramount of all the creations, the healer of all the illnesses, the 

symbol of all the mercies, the perfectly generous, the generosity of the creator, the 
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propagator and holder of peace, the comfort of all the devotees, the leader of the 

followers, the ideal of all the enthusiasts, the pleasure of all the believers, the 

forgiver, the elegance, the decency, the grace, the selected, the selector, the superior 

of the superiors, the sympathizer of the poor, the liberator of the slaves, the 

deliverer, the seeker of the amnesty, the source of exonerations,  the relief of the 

perturbed, the holder of all the blessings, the ultimately blessed, the owner, the 

bearer and the sustainer of Islam, the son of Abdullah, the lord and the chieftain of 

the Quraish, the Arabs, the Non Arabs, the humans, the jinns and the angels, The 

owner and ruler of Madinah, the kindness, the benevolence, the valued and the 

greatest blessing of Allah, The Prophet Mohammad-ur-Rasool Allah (Sallallah-o-

Alaihe-Wa-Alehi-Wasalm).  

2. Nobody stands more revered than His Great Self by any definition or any 

standard ever known and what so ever. Allah praises Him and recites Derwood and 

Salah on His Prophet hood and Prized, Cherished and Admired Self Hood. His 

ultimate highness stands supremely and unquestionably above the time, age, race, 

cult, creed, nation, state, region, continent, geographical boundaries, imaginations, 

philosophies, faculties, languages, affiliations, social systems, sect, religion, belief, 

gender, space, species or any other worldly human defined limits of any kind what 

so ever. The people who stand enlightened and to whom the words of logic matter 

understand well that the only creation of Allah standing worthy of all the possible 

praises in His Honor is the Prestigious Prophet Hood of Mohammad-ur-Rasool 

Allah (Sallallah-o-Alaihe-Wa-Alehi-Wasalm). No one else, amongst the creations other 

than His Highness fulfilled all the possible roles, a creation can perform or 

undertake during the life time, with unparalleled excellence and far beyond the 

describable limits. His conquests, His influence, His message, His presence, His 

authority, His concepts, His personality, His family, His followers,  His mosque and 

His socio-economic systems all are unique, incomparable, absolute and worthy of 

His Heightened Self Hood the Traveller of Heavens and the holder of Highest Places 

bestowed upon him by no one else than Allah Himself. Allah has promised His 

Prestigious Prophet Hood that no one else then He the Allah himself will propagate 

His the Prophet‟s Signified, Famed, Respectable and Reputable Name that comforts, 

pleasures, pleases, gratifies and gladdens the hearts of his lovers, followers, 

affiliates, family and the Blessed Children. How can one not be proud of His Great 

Divine Prophet Hood and Self Hood that Allah The Creator of the Heavens and the 

Earth himself fell in love? 
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3. In fact human languages and their constrained vocabularies fall short and 

become insufficient in describing the vastness and limitlessness of His Blessed 

Highness, Selfhood, Great Prophet hood holding many other Glorified, Enlightening 

and Edified Facets of which only very few are known to the world, humanity and us 

all. A whole life and in fact many lives can be spent only in praising the Allah‟s 

Praised One, the Last of all the Messengers and Supremely Adored and Chief of all 

the Creations, Prophets and Messengers. No single human can understand and 

accommodate the breadth and depth of the divine vastness of His High Self and 

Great Prophet Hood with Countless, Unending, Boundless, Abundant, Enormous 

and Everlasting Mercies upon His Highest Principality, Chief Hood and Greatest of 

all the Prophet Hoods. Every single language known or spoken on the surface of this 

earth and far beyond the heavens contains his Profuse Praises in the form of 

Unlimited Naats, Qaseedas, Poems, Munqabats, Verses and written unending prose 

like these.   

4. His High Name „The “Mohammad”‟, Rasool Allah (Sallallah-o-Alaihe-Wa-

Alehi-Wasalm) is unmatched. No one ever before His Divine, Ever Existing and Ever 

Influencing Highness had this Great Name. The Allah Choose this Blessed Name 

Himself that stands inscribed in the Heavens beside His own Name. The Allah 

prefers His Own Name to be read, called, recited and written with the Name of His 

Beloved One the Creation that He Himself is Proud Of, Publicizes, Endorses and 

Adores.  The Magnificent Name that blessed love and peace to entirety and 

emancipation to all.   

5. Every attempt of intended, in fact impossible, defamation of Islam and the 

Highness of Holy Prophet of Islam failed with its reversal in the form of increased 

recognition of His great message, His great religion and Himself the great owner and 

bearer of this great religion and the best of Allah‟s Creations. Every passing moment 

and every day, increased number of human beings are enlightened about the 

greatness and relevance of the messenger of Islam to the humanity, living beings and 

entire existence. His message is indiscriminate, open, all encompassing, complete 

and for all including animals, plants, jinns, angels and the unknown.  

6. The intellectual, religious & moral terrorisms agitate the emotions and 

sentiments of even peace lovers and civilized people that cause extremism making it 

far worse than the physical terrorism. We all and the civilized people of the world 
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from any religion must stop these crimes both by raising voices and promoting 

awareness against these unjust, refutable, outrageous acts of immorality of highest 

order.  

7. In modern world the freedom of expression and speech is limited to the 

extent of constitutions, monarchs, legislatives and Superior Judiciary. Contempt of 

these sacrosanct institutions is punishable in many including European and North 

American Countries. The Allah and His Holy Prophet (Sallallah-o-Alaihe-Wa-Alehi-

Wasalm) are the sovereigns of many declared Islamic States besides holding divine 

positions much superior to the worldly measurable or comparable standards. This 

and such like acts of terrorism are part of a great conspiracy and hatred against a 

large part of world‟s community the Muslims.      

8. This State of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan belongs to Allah and His Holy 

Prophet (Sallallah-o-Alaihe-Wa-Alehi-Wasalm), who are the sovereigns of this state and 

in Whose Great Names this state was founded. We therefore, are obliged to act 

according to His taught way of responding through courage, far sightedness and 

wisdom. 

9. The foremost of these is to praise His Great Prophet hood enlightening 

ourselves and others about the fact that His Highness the Last Prophet Hood 

(Sallallah-o-Alaihe-Wa-Alehi-Wasalm) is emancipator for all including, Christians, 

Jews and in fact the whole existence. His Prophet Hood recognized all the previously 

delivered divine messages and messengers and that the Muslims respect the 

sentiments of all deserving respect for their faith and sentiments.  

10. For kind consideration and necessary triggering of the intellectual discourse, 

at all levels and promoting awareness besides sending more and more Derwood on 

His Great Honor & Esteemed Self, please. 

 

A Proud Muslim & Slave of, The Great Highness, Prophet of Islam, ‘MOHAMMAD’  

(Sallallah-o-Alaihe-Wa-Alehi-Wasalm) 
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